The dissociative chemisorption of CH, on nickel and cobalt has been studied using different cluster models. Density functional theory is used to determine the structure and potential energy surface in the reactant-, transition state-, and product region. The transition state is explicitly determined on a single atom, a one layer 7-atom cluster and a spherical 13-atom cluster. We find transition state barriers of 41 kJ/mol for a single nickel atom, 79 kJ/mol for a single cobalt atom, 214 kJ/mol for the N&-cluster, 216 kJ/mol for the Co,-cluster, 121 kJlmo1 for the Ni,s-cluster, and 110 kJ/mol for the Co,s-cluster. The overall reaction energies are -34,6, 142, 135, 30, and 8 kJ/mol, respectively. The higher barrier for the single cobalt atom in comparison with the nickel atom can be attributed to the difference between both atoms in the occupation of the s-orbital in the lowest lying states. The higher and almost the same barrier for the 7-atom clusters can be attributed to the intrinsic lower reactivity of the central atom embedded in the cluster and the similar electronic nature of the atoms in the clusters; in both clusters the atoms have open s-and d-shells. The lower barrier for the 13-atom clusters compared with the 7-atom clusters is a result of each surface atom now having 5 bonds, which gives a more balanced description of the substrate model. 0 1994 American Institute of Physics.
INTRODUCTION
Two very interesting and important reactions in heterogeneous catalysis are the steam reforming of methane to produce hydrogen' and the Fischer-Tropsch synthesis, where carbon monoxide and hydrogen produce methane among higher hydrocarbons.* In the first reaction, the rate determining step is the dissociative chemisorption of CH, and industrially interesting conversion levels can only be achieved at high temperatures and pressures and in the presence of a transition metal catalyst.3 The difficult decomposition of CH, is attributed to the barrier for breaking the CH bond. This reaction has been studied experimentally and theoretically by various groups and we have discussed the results extensively in previous papers.4 In the second reaction, it was concluded by Yates et aL5 that the rate determining step to form CH, occurred in an earlier stage than the recombination of adsorbed methyl and hydrogen. Whether CH, or higher hydrocarbons are produced depends strongly on the metal catalyst and on reaction conditions, but over metals like Fe, Co, and Ru a wide range of hydrocarbons is formed, whereas over Ni and Pd methane is the principle product, while Cu shows no reactions at a11. 6 Previous computational studies on CH, dissociation focused mainly on electronic structure calculations7 or on treating the dynamics using a model for the potential energy surface. Luntz et al.* argue that the dissociation mechanism is dominated by quantum mechanical tunneling involving a potential energy surface of at least three degrees of freedom, suggesting that a classical approach to CH4 dissociation is not appropriate. However, we feel that under the condition of rapid energy exchange compared to the overall reaction time, which is valid in the case of a high activation barrier and at high temperatures and pressures, which are the industrial conditions of CH, steam reforming, transition state theory may be applicable. Also in the case of a wide activation barrier, the importance of tunneling will decrease. Therefore, we have calculated both the potential energy surface at the reactant region, transition state, and product region using an ab initio density functional approach, and treated the kinetics of the system by employing transition state theory. Specifically, we have taken a single atom, a one layer 7-atom cluster, and a 13-atom cluster to model the substrate. Thus we have for the single atom model a bimolecular insertion reaction and a unimolecular elimination reaction, kbi.ins. CH,+M + HMCH3,
and kuni.eii. HMCH3 --+ CH,+M,
and for the 7-and 13-atom clusters a dissociative adsorption of CH, and an associative desorption of CH, and H, kdis.ads.
CH,+M, + CH,,+ H, ,
and k asdes.
CH,,+H, -+ CH,+M,.
In Eqs. (l)-(4) M=Ni or Co, and x=7 or 13. In Sec. II we give details of the computations. In Sec. III the single atom results and the cluster results are discussed. In Sec. IV we summarize results and draw conclusions.
II. METHODS
We have performed quasirelativistic calculations based on density functional theory (DFT) using the Amsterdam density functional program package (ADF) developed by Baerends et al9 The exchange-correlation potential used is based on quantum Monte Carlo simulations of Ceperley and Alder" of a homogeneous electron gas which has been parametrized by Vosko, Wilk, and Nusair." To correct for the overbinding inherent to the local density approximation (LDA),12 we have used a gradient corrected exchange energy functional" in combination with the Stoll correction14 for correlation. For carbon a frozen core potential is used for the 1 s electrons; for nickel and cobalt the electrons up to 3p are frozen. Relativistic effects were taken into account by first order perturbation theory." The basis sets are of double 5 quality, with the exception of the nickel-and cobalt d-orbitals, which are triple Fs. On all atoms polarization functions are included. As models for the substrate, we have used a single atom [ Fig. l(a) ], a one layer 7-atom cluster which is extracted from a Ni(ll1) surface [Fig. l(b) ], and a spherical 13-atom cluster which, for reasons of symmetry, is taken from a unit cell in the hexagonally closed packed bulk [Fig. 1 (c) l. For nickel clusters the bond distance was fixed at the bulk value of 2.49 A, for cobalt clusters at the bulk value of 2.50 A. This results in a site area per atom of 5.38X lo-*' m2 for nickel and 5.40X 10e2' m2 for cobalt, which is used for the connection between the transition state theory rate constants kTsT a\s.des. and k%ds. and their equivalents in terms of surface-and volume concentrations kass.des, and kdis.ads, .4 The CH, fragment was fixed with CH distances of 1.09 A and HCH angles of 109.48" as in CH4. The basis for this assumption is the experimental result that the CH3 fragment in the transition state and the dissociated state is very similar.16
The transition state was explicitly calculated by a four dimensional grid in the MC, MH, and CH distances and the CH, tilt angle with respect to the activated CH bond (0) for the single atom models [Fig. l(a) ], and in the MC and CH distances, 0 and the MMC angle (a) for the 7-and 13-atom clusters [Figs. 1 (b)-1 (c)l. For both the single atom systems the MH distance remains practically constant during metal atom insertion (Table II) . Therefore, the MH bond distance at the 7-and 13-atom clusters was fixed at its value of the single atom system to restrict the number of degrees of freedom. The grid point energies were fitted to a second-order polynomial in the MC, MH, and CH distances and 8 for the single atoms, and the MC and CH distances, 0, and a for the clusters. The obtained (fitted) energy was tested by making an additional set of calculations with the optimal geometrical parameters. The deviation between fitted and calculated energies was negligible. We included estimates of the quantum chemical tunneling phenomenon based on an unsymmetrical Eckart potentiaLi if the reaction coordinate consisted of essentially one coordinate. Vibrational calculations were performed using the conventional GF-method," where G is the kinetic energy matrix and F the force constant matrix. Kinetic properties were calculated according to transition state theory. '" Ill. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Single atom models
Results of calculations on the atomic states of nickel and cobalt are shown in Table I . The results for nickel have been 64 FIG. 1. Definition of optimized parameters on a single atom model (a), a one layer 7-atom cluster (b), and a spherical 13-atom cluster (c). Hydrogen atoms are denoted by diagonally cross-hatched small circles, carbon by a filled black medium circle, and metal atoms by large circles with diagonal lines. The dotted lines denote the Cs,-axes of the CH,-group in the reactantand the transition state geometry. For the single atom case, the MC bond, the MH bond, and the CH bond, which is activated by the approach of a metal atom, together with the CHs tilt angle with respect to the activated bond (0) were optimized. For the polyatomic clusters, the MC bond, the activated CH bond, ~9 and the MMC angle (cu) were optimized. For all clusters the bond distance of the bulk was used.
presented and discussed in earlier work,4 but are also given here to compare with cobalt. The implementation of the program allows only for the calculation of high and low spin states of the various orbital occupations. Therefore, we can not compute separate J-states, but only J-averaged states and in the case of certain orbital occupations, linear combinations less the same barrier for cobalt elimination, as indeed we of the various terms. We conclude that in all cases DPT gives find. the correct order of the terms. The computed energy differ-In Table III vibrational frequencies are given for the reence between the terms occasionally deviates significantly compared to the experimental differences," but that is also actant, the TS, and the DS of NKH,, Ni/CD,, Co/CH,, and the case for the MRCI+Q results.21 The ACPF-method22
Co/CD,. The occurrence of one imaginary frequency in the TS region shows that we have indeed found the TS. The gives only the difference between the Ni d9,1(3D)-state and the Ni d9s'( 'D)-state, but this is accurate. The frequencies of the TS and the DS for cobalt are somewhat CASPT2-method23 gives the wrong order for the most im-lower than those of nickel, probably due to the somewhat larger MC distance, MH distance, CH distance, and 19 at portant low lying states of nickel and no data for cobalt is these geometries. Together with the masses of the species given. and the rotational constants, which can be identified when Optimal parameters and energies of the reactant, the transition state (TS) and the dissociated state (DS) of NKH, and Co/CH, are shown in Table II . We have shifted our TS and DS of cobalt with 57 kJlmo1, which is the experimental difference between the Co d7s2(4F)-state and the Co d7s2(4P)-state to eliminate the contribution of the excited Co d7s2( 4P) -state in our J-averaged ground state. and obtain a more realistic reactant energy. We compute a barrier for cobalt insertion of 79 kJlmo1, and an overall reaction energy of 6 kJlmo1 endothermic. Blomberg et ~1.~~ computed a barrier of 101 kJ/mol using their nickel optimized geometry and the Co d8s'(2F) state as an asymptote. Their overall reaction energy was 42 kJ/mol endothermic. It is difficult to compare the energy barriers of cobalt, because they are given with respect to different atomic states, which can not be connected, and because Blomberg et al. did not optimize the TS and the DS for cobalt insertion separately. A separate optimalization for cobalt might give a lower insertion barrier. They calculated an elimination barrier of 59 kJ/mol, where we found a value of 73 kJ/mol. If we compare our separately optimized nickel-and cobalt geometries, we see that the main difference is the CH distance in both the TS and the DS, which is 0.14-0.16 8, larger in the case of cobalt. This suggests a higher barrier for cobalt insertion and a more or 
In Eqs. (5) and (6) reactant, the TS, and the DS. We can restrict the number of freedom by noting the following. First, if partition functions are the same in the TS and the DS, or at the reactant and the TS, they cancel. Second, if a vibrational frequency is high (h vBk,T), the partition function gives a factor of 1.0 and therefore has no contribution to the rate constant.
To find out which degrees of freedom cancel, we characterized them at the different parts of the potential energy surface. In the TS and the DS we have the following degrees of freedom: three translations of the center of mass, three overall rotations, three CH-stretches in CH,, one methyl tilt in the mirror plane, one methyl tilt out of the mirror plane, three internal bending modes in CH,, one internal CH, rotation around the C3" axis, one CH-stretch, one MC-stretch and one MH-stretch. At the reactant we have the following degrees of freedom: three translations of the center of mass, three relative translations, three overall rotations of CH4, three CH-stretches in CH,, three internal bending modes in CH3, one CH, tilt in the mirror plane, one CH, tilt out of the mirror plane, and one CH-stretch. By this choice of modes the partition functions of the three translations of the center of mass, the three CH-stretches of CH,, the three internal bending modes in CH3, and the CH, tilt out of the mirror plane cancel against each other. Furthermore, one internal CH3 rotation at the TS and the DS cancels against one overall CH, rotation. Effectively, we have to compute at the TS and the DS the partition functions for the CH-stretch, the MC-stretch, the MH-stretch, the CH, tilt in the mirror plane and three overall rotations, and at the reactant three relative translations, the CH stretch, the CH3 tilt in the mirror plane, and two overall rotations of CH,.
Now, according to Eqs. (5) and (6) rate constants can be evaluated. The results are shown in Table IV . F* denotes the ratio of quantum chemical rate to classical chemical rate as calculated by transition state theory. In the quantum chemical rate we corrected for tunneling effects by assuming that our reaction coordinate can be described by a one dimensional unsymmetrical Eckart potential energy function." For the boundaries of the Eckart function, we have taken the potential energy difference between the reactant and the TS and the TS and the DS, respectively, resulting in an upper bound for the tunneling correction. The justification for this one dimensional model is that analysis of our vibrational data shows that at the saddlepoint the reaction coordinate consists almost purely of the CH stretch. We can see that at low temperatures (T= 250 K) tunneling has a pronounced effect on the reaction rate (a factor of 2.064 for Ni/CH, and a factor of 1.76 1 for Co/CH,), and that tunneling is quite different for hydrogen and deuterium. At high temperatures (T= 1000 K) classical rates and quantum chemical rates, which are simply obtained from Table IV by multiplication of k~~~li, or kEFzs, with r*, become equal, as it should be. Classical sticking coefficients (.STST) are calculated in the following manner. We calculated the hard sphere preexponential (AHS) by treating CH, and M as hard spheres, AH&,d2 ____ J 8kBT TPMCH4 .
In Eq. (7) ,rrd2 represents the hard sphere collision cross section and 8k,TlnpMCH4 the mean speed according to the Maxwell distribution. d is given by the sum of the hard sphere radii of CH4 and M, which are 1.9 1 X lo-" m for CH,,25 1.62X lo-*' m for Ni,26 and 1.67X lo-*' m for co.26
The sticking coefficient is now simply the ratio of kzTzs, and AHS and is therefore effectively the reaction probability per hard sphere collision. Analogous, the quantum sticking coefficient (sQM) can be calculated as the ratio of k$z,, and AHS. The isotopic substitution ratio is almost negligible for the elimination reaction, but pronounced for the insertion reaction. Barrier energies and Arrhenius pre-exponentials are given in Table V . The electronic energy, E, denotes the energy difference between the reactant, the TS, and the DS at the electronic potential energy surface. In the critical energy, Ecrit, the differences in zero point energy for the reactant, the TS, and the DS have been taken into account. Using Arrhenius' rate law, we have constructed an Arrhenius plot. Figure  2(a) shows the insertion and elimination of nickel and cobalt in CH,. The activation energy, E,, , is reflected in the slope, and the pre-exponential, A, in the intercept. We see that inclusion of zero point energies lowers the insertion barrier of Co/CH, by 15 kJ/mol, reflecting the relatively low frequencies at the TS and the high stretching mode frequency for CH4. The effect of deuteration is to lower vibrational frequencies for both the TS and the Co/CH, reactant. Therefore, the lowering effect on the insertion barrier is smaller (12 kJ/mol). For the elimination barrier, we see the same trends but less pronounced (3 Wmol for CH4 and 2 kJ/mol for CD4. respectively). The activation energy displays the effect on the barrier, when excited rotational and vibrational levels are populated; it is a temperature averaged barrier. The population of high vibrational frequency excited levels, e.g., CHstretch mode at the Co/CH, reactant or the MH-stretch mode in the DS. will remain small at elevated temperatures, because of its high frequency and thereby associated high energy. On the contrary, the population of relatively low vibrational frequency excited levels, as those in the TS, will strongly increase, as is reflected in the vibrational partition functions and the barrier for insertion will thus increase (l-3 kJ/mol). The absolute value of the temperature averaged barrier will depend on the values of the translational, vibrational, and rotational partition functions at the reactant, the TS, and the DS. The pre-exponential factor on going from the DS to the TS, is connected to the entropy of activation, (AS*), according to &,T A=T, -e W*IkBT) h This can also be concluded by investigating the preexponential for the bimolecular insertion reaction. The preexponential factor on going from the reactant to the TS at ordinary temperatures for a volume of 1 m3 is approximately lo5 m3 s-t mol-' , where we have accounted for the loss of the translational degrees of freedom by substituting for the translational partition function. Therefore, our values of 107-10' denote also a loose transition state.
B. Cluster models and is therefore a measure for the gain or loss in entropy. At ordinary temperatures the pre-exponential in Eq. (8) is approximately IO" s-'. The pre-exponentials for nickel and cobalt elimination are approximately lOI s-l, which indicates that ,LS1 is approximately zero. The entropy in the TS and the DS is therefore the same. In combination with the relatively low frequencies for both the TS and the DS (see Table III ), we conclude that both states are loosely bound.
Optimal parameters and adsorption energies of the Ni,/CH,-, Nit&H,-, Co,/CH,-, and Cot3/CH, reactant, the TS and the DS are shown in Table VI . The enormous increase in barrier height going from a single atom to a 7-atom cluster (173 kJ/mol for Ni,, 137 kJ/mol for Co,) has as its main cause the inclusion of the nearest neighbors of the central nickel atom at which adsorption takes place. This reduces strongly the reactivity of the central nickel atom. Although the CH bond is more stretched in the TS of Nii3/CH, and Cot3/CH, compared to the 7-atom clusters, the barrier height for CH, dissociation drops by 93 kJ/mol for nickel and by 106 kJ/mol for cobalt. This is due to two effects. First, the metal atom at which adsorption takes place has now five nearest neighbors, two next-nearest neighbors, and four next-next-nearest neighbors as holds for all surface atoms in this substrate model. In this respect it is a better model for any infinite surface plane than the 7-atom cluster. Also the average strength of the metal-metal bonds is now strongly moderated, as can be concluded by dividing the formation energy of the cluster through the number of bonds formed. In Ni, this average bond strength is 152 kJ/mol, in Nit3 106 kJ/mol, whereas in bulk nickel the average bond strength is 71 kJ/mol according to Kitte1.27 For Co, we find a value of 102 kJ/mol, for Co,, a value of 80 kJ/mol and for bulk cobalt a value of 70 kJ/mol is given.27 A surface atom of the 13-atom cluster can therefore form more easily a bond J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 101, No. 12, 15 December 1994 TABLE VIII. Rate constant for dissociative adsorption (kde,ads ) (ms-') and isotopic substitution ratio, rate constant for associative desorption (kass,des, ) (m2 s-'), and isotopic substitution ratio, classical sticking coefficients (.STST), quantum sticking coefficients (sQ"), and ratio of quantum chemical rate to classical chemical rate (lY*) for the cluster models. with an adsorbate than the 7-atom cluster. Secondly, the steric repulsion between the hydrogen atom of the activated CH bond and the surface is far less for the 13-atom cluster, because the surface plane is now more parallel with the dissociating bond [see Figs. l(b)-l(c)]. The barrier for associative desorption raises for both nickel and cobalt with 20 kJ/ mol relative to the 7-atom clusters.
Analogous to the single atom models we can use transition state theory to compute rate constants. The formula for dissociative adsorption is given by ksT Q: 
The translational partition function describes now the relative translation of CH4 with respect to the substrate or, on the substrate, the two absolute and relative translations of CH, and H thus implying a mobile DS. The connection between kTTT daads. and kdis.ads. and between k:::'d,s. and kssdes. is discussed in earlier work4 To evaluate knead,, and Katie,, , we need to calculate the translational, vibrational, and rotational partition functions for the reactant, the TS and the DS.
To find out which degrees of freedom cancel, we characterized them at the different geometries bearing in mind that our cluster represents an (infinite) surface of infinite mass. Therefore overall translations and rotations of the cluster are irrelevant and internal lattice vibrations (phonons) are neglected. With these premisses we have determined the degrees of freedom at the TS. Three modes determine the absolute position of hydrogen; one MH stretch, one CH stretch, and one translation of hydrogen perpendicular to the mirror plane. Three modes determine the absolute position of the methyl group; one MC stretch, one MMC angle (cu), and one translation of CH, perpendicular to the mirror plane. Three modes determine the orientation of the methyl group; the CH, tilt angle in the mirror plane (e), one methyl tilt out of the mirror plane, and one internal CH3 rotation around the internal C,, axis. Finally, there are six internal CH3 modes; three CH stretches and three internal bending modes adding up to a total of 15 degrees of freedom. For the reactant we have nine internal (vibrational) modes of CH,, four of which are CH stretches, three are CH, internal bending modes, and two are wagging modes, one in the mirror plane and one out of the mirror plane. Together with three rotations of CH4 and three relative translations of CH4 with respect to the surface, they make up 15 independent degrees of freedom. For the DS we have six internal CH, modes of which three are CH stretches, and three internal bending modes. Three modes determine the relative CHs position; two CH, wagging modes (0, and one wagging mode out of the mirror plane), and one internal CH, rotation around the internal Csv axis. One mode determines the absolute position of CHs perpendicular to the surface; the MC stretch. Two (vibrational) modes determine the absolute position of CHs parallel to the surface, which are two translations in the mobile model. Analogously for hydrogen, one mode determines the absolute position of hydrogen perpendicular to the surface; the MH stretch. Two modes determine the absolute position of hydrogen parallel to the surface, which are again two translations in the mobile model. Together, these modes add up again to a total of 15 degrees of freedom. The six internal CH, modes cancel at all geometries. Also, one CH3 rotation around the Csv-axis at the TS and the DS cancels against one overall CH4 rotation. Finally, the CHs wagging mode out of the mirror plane cancels at the reactant, the TS and the DS. Therefore, only the following modes need explicit computation. For the reactant three relative translations of CH, with respect to the surface, two overall rotations of CH,, 6, and the CH stretch. At the TS a, 0, the CH stretch, the MC stretch, the MH stretch, the CH, translation perpendicular to the mirror plane and the H translation perpendicular to the mirror plane. At the DS 0, the MC stretch, the MH stretch, and the four translations parallel to the surface. We have not explicitly calculated the MH stretch mode, because in the G-matrix only the hydrogen mass is involved, which will result in a high frequency. As a consequence, the corresponding vibrational partition function will be 1.0. The frequencies are displayed in Table VII for both CH, and CD, on the 7-and 13-atom clusters of nickel and cobalt. For the 7-atom clusters the imaginary frequency at the TS is a mixture of all modes. On the 13-atom clusters it consists almost purely of the CH stretch and in this case we can again estimate the quantum chemical tunneling effect on the reaction rate.
The rate constants are calculated according to Eqs. (9) and (10). The results are shown in Table VIII for CH, and CD, at different temperatures. The CH4 sticking coefficient is now given by the ratio of kdis,ads, and AHS, which is now
The isotopic substitution ratio is significant for dissociative adsorption, especially at low temperatures. The high imaginary frequency of the 13-atom clusters is reflected in the large values of r* at T=250 K. Tunneling is easier through a sharply peaked barrier, which is associated with a high imaginary frequency. The sticking coefficients are clearly too low for the 7-atom cluster as a result of the very high dissociation barrier. This defect is remedied when we use the 13-atom cluster as a substrate model. Beebe er ~1.~~ find an activation energy of 53 kJ/mol for CH4 on Ni ( 111) and sticking coefficients of 1O-8-lO-7 at T=500 K. Geerlings et ~1.'~ report a CH4 dissociation barrier on Co(OOO1) of 70 kJ/mol. Our sticking coefficients on Ni,, at T= 500 K are of the order lo-", which is somewhat too small, and our dissociation barrier without kinetical corrections is 121 kJ/ mol, which is somewhat too high. The effect of zero point vibrational energy and temperature on barrier heights is shown in Table IX and is qualitatively the same as for our single atom models. Arrhenius plots for CH, dissociation and CH,/H association on N&/Co, and Ni,,/Co,3 are shown in Figs. 2(b)-2(c), respectively. According to our calculations, the barrier for CH4 dissociation is the same on Ni, and Co7, but somewhat lower on Co,s compared to Ni,,. Desorption is easier on nickel for both cluster models. Zaera3' reports a desorption barrier of 71 kJ/mol on nickel, which is in good agreement with our calculated barrier on Ni, (72 kJlmo1) and Ni,, (91 kJ/mol).
If the entropy of activation (AS$) equals zero, the preexponential factor is approximately lo2 m s-l for an adsorption reaction and lop6 m2 s-' for a bimolecular desorption reaction." The pre-exponentials for adsorption denote therefore that there is essentially no entropy of activation. This can be understood by realizing that although three relative translations are lost going from the reactant to the TS, the vibrations at TS are very loose modes and the activated CH4 can rotate freely on the surface. For the desorption reaction some entropy is lost. Four translation modes are lost in going from the DS to the TS, but this is once again counteracted by the very loose vibrations in the TS, thus limiting the overall effect.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have computed the J-averaged atomic energy levels of nickel and cobalt. The order of the levels is produced correctly. Subsequently, we have determined the TS and the DS of reactions (l)-(4). In addition, we calculated rotational constants and vibrational frequencies and used transition state theory to calculate rate constants and sticking coeffi-cients. The barrier for insertion of a nickel atom turns out to be 41 kJ/mol, the barrier for cobalt insertion 79 kJ/mol. For nickel elimination we find a barrier of 75 kJ/mol and for cobalt elimination of 73 kJ/mol. The higher insertion barrier of cobalt and the almost equal barrier for elimination is due to the looser structure of the TS and the DS of cobalt. This is also reflected in the vibrational frequencies.
On the 7-atom clusters the CH, dissociation barriers are too high and almost the same for nickel and cobalt. The CH,/H association barrier is 7 kJ/mol lower on Ni, and the value of 72 kJ/mol for nickel compares very well with the reported value of Zaera3' of 71 kJ/mol. On the 13-atom clusters the CH, dissociation barrier drops sharply to 121 kJ/mol for nickel and 110 kJ/mol for cobalt. The association barriers are now 91 kJ/mol on nickel and 102 kJ/mol on cobalt. Also the endothermicity now drops to 30 kJ/mol for nickel and 8 kJ/mol on cobalt. Vibrational modes are very loose on both clusters. Calculated sticking coefficients on the Nil,-cluster at T=500 K are two orders of magnitude away from the experimental ones. This is due to the computed barrier height (121 kJ/mol), which is still significantly higher than the experimental value (53 kJ/mol). We also made an estimate of hydrogen and deuterium tunneling effects, which turned out to be small, except at low temperatures for the 13-atom clusters.
